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Artists’ Legal Rights  

 

Mark started out as a newspaper reporter before he became an 

attorney.  As a Partner at Thompson Coburn, LLC, his listing on 

their website gives his areas of expertise:  “Mark's practice focuses 

on facilitating clients' communications, in media, marketing and 

business. He helps news media clients gather and publish news, and 

business clients build their brands, and fight infringement and false 

advertising. He helps all clients protect and use information 

technology, and conduct business in the online world. In legal terms, 

he concentrates in intellectual property, media, and information 

technology law.” 

 

At our February 2017 membership meeting Mark gave us an 

overview of copyrights, covering myth busting with regard to 

copyrights, copyright basics, artists’ contracts, infringement, fair use, 

and public domain.    

 

The origin of copyrights was to create an incentive for creators of creative work protecting their rights for 

a limited time period, after which their work goes into the public domain.  Copyright is an intangible 

property right that exists apart from the physical work, like a cloud, that protects creative expression, not 

ideas, and you always own it even if you sell your work.  There can be no formalities for the creation of 

work and no notice is required to establish a copyright.   

 

If your work is to be used commercially it is necessary to apply for a copyright.  The three steps to 

copyright protection are:  creating the work (fix your expression in a tangible medium), copyright notice 

(add copyright symbol and state all rights reserved, restrictions or permissions, etc.), and copyright 

registration ($50 fee and electronic form).  The timing of registration is important for enabling you to sue 

and entitles you to statutory damages.  Registration is of the copyright (the intangible right, not the 

physical manifestation), so you can register your copyright even if you no longer possess the work. 

 

The term of the copyright changed over time.  The 1790 Act was 14 years plus one renewal; the  1909 Act 

was 28 years plus one renewal; the late 1960s gave extensions of existing copyrights; the 1976 Act gave 

75 years or life plus 50 years; the 1998 Bono Act gave another 20 years; i.e., 95 years or life plus 70 

years.  Terms of copyright may differ based upon whether works were:  published or unpublished; created 

or first published in USA or abroad; published in USA between 1925 and 1977 without a proper 

copyright notice; being used now for historical or research reasons.  If you work for hire, when an 

employee creates for an employer, the employer is considered the creator and the copyright limit is 95 

years. 

 

Mark illustrated the rights you own in the author’s “tree of rights.”   It showed the trunk as the primary 

rights you own and the branches showed the secondary rights you own:  radio, television, book clubs, 

paperbacks, stage rights, adaptations, first serial rights, second serial rights, motion pictures, foreign 

rights, anthropologies, film strips, digests, and electronic rights.  With an artist’s contract you can sell 

“transfer”/”assign”) or rent (“license”) any secondary right; and you may sell or lease use of your art. 

 

Visual artists also have “moral rights”: ”derived from French “Droit moral;”  the Berne Convention that 

established “the author shall have the right to claim authorship of work and to object to any distortion, 

modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to the said work;” and the Visual Artists Rights Act 

(§106A) which only protects “works of visual art.”  Moral rights belong to the artist: artist owns them 



even after work is sold,; rights can’t be transferred, rights can be waived by artist; and generally the rights 

extend through the artist’s life. 

 

You have full freedom to craft a contract to meet your needs – there are  no “standard” or required terms. 

With a simple undocumented sale of the physical property:  possession is proof of ownership for personal 

property; by default, the artist still owns the copyright and moral rights; but lack of a written contract may 

raise questions as to what “license” rights the owner has; i.e., to use the art commercially.  A bill of sale 

with terms and conditions is a better way to handle the sale of creative work.  Important works need a 

complex negotiated contract. 

 

Copyright infringement requires copying (access, substantial similarity), taking of the original author’s 

creative expression (not mere copying of facts, ideas, etc.), and may occur in different words or media.  

Independent creation is not infringement.  Infringement is a strict liability offense.  Defenses that are not 

available in infringement are: lack of intent to infringe, non-commercial use, non-use of the copyrighted 

work, “I thought it was okay to do this,” and “I’m giving you good publicity.”  Infringement: can occur 

across media (sculpture replicated in chocolate, a postcard photo replicated in a metal sculpture); need not 

be literal or exact; and the issue is whether the expression (not idea) was copied (sometimes involves 

complex analysis to separate out core general ideas from the particular expression).  Infringement 

remedies without timely registration are actual damages (lost profits, royalties), and with timely 

registration are the statutory (presumed) damages option and attorney fees for the prevailing party.  With 

infringement injunctions the court can order an infringing work be removed from the market. 

 

Parody and Copyright Infringement:   a parody exists when one imitates a serious piece of work, such as 

literature, music or artwork, for a humorous or satirical effect.  Since copyright law prohibits the 

substantial use of a copyrighted work without permission of the copyright owner, and because such 

permission is highly unlikely when the use is to create a parody, it may be necessary for the parodist to 

rely on the fair use defense to forestall any liability for copyright infringement. However, the fair use 

defense if successful will only be successful when the newly created work that purports itself to be parody 

is a valid parody. Another line of defense that may be available for parodists are the free speech principles 

incorporated in the First Amendment.   
 

Internet infringement is another area of misconception.  In reality, content on the Internet is subject to 

copyright and implied license (consent) extends only as far as intended by an authorized poster.  You can 

view but not use. 

 

To avoid copyright infringement, follow fair use (limitations on exclusive rights), get permission, and use 

things in the public domain.  Fair use is the most difficult issue in copyright law and subject to 

interpretation after thorough analysis of the facts.  Key fair use considerations are:  research, educational 

and journalistic purposes; extent to which the commercial market of the original work is affected; 

transformative value of the second work; spontaneity or regularity of use.  Obtaining permission is needed 

when  your use is beyond fair use and the work is not in the public domain, but is often difficult or time-

consuming to obtain and sometimes not offered at reasonable prices.   

 

The public domain includes:  everything first published in the US before 1923; works published between 

1923 and 1977 without a proper copyright notice; US Government works; and works dedicated to public 

domain, or licensed for use by others.  Use is allowed of creative work in the public domain. 

 

Creative Commons (creativecommons.org) is an entity that provides free, easy-to-use copyright licenses 

to make a simple and standardized way to give the public permission to share and use your creative work–

on conditions of your choice.  Some use of their posts is allowed as designated. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/


Mark also made available two handouts he authored for us to read: “The Myth of Freedom to Use Social 

Media Content” and “Copyright Guidance – Use of Materials From the Internet.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




